Recent studies have shown that acoustically distorted sentences can be perceived as either unintelligible or intel-23 ligible depending on whether one has previously been exposed to the undistorted, intelligible versions of the 24 sentences. This allows studying processes specifically related to speech intelligibility since any change between 25 the responses to the distorted stimuli before and after the presentation of their undistorted counterparts cannot 26 be attributed to acoustic variability but, rather, to the successful mapping of sensory information onto memory 27 representations. To estimate how the complexity of the message is reflected in speech comprehension, we ap-28 plied this rapid change in perception to behavioral and magnetoencephalography (MEG) experiments using 29 vowels, words and sentences. In the experiments, stimuli were initially presented to the subject in a distorted 30 form, after which undistorted versions of the stimuli were presented. Finally, the original distorted stimuli 31 were presented once more. The resulting increase in intelligibility observed for the second presentation of the 32 distorted stimuli depended on the complexity of the stimulus: vowels remained unintelligible (behaviorally 33 measured intelligibility 27%) whereas the intelligibility of the words increased from 19% to 45% and that of the 34 sentences from 31% to 65%. This increase in the intelligibility of the degraded stimuli was reflected as an enhance-35 ment of activity in the auditory cortex and surrounding areas at early latencies of 130-160 ms. In the same re-36 gions, increasing stimulus complexity attenuated mean currents at latencies of 130-160 ms whereas at 37 latencies of 200-270 ms the mean currents increased. These modulations in cortical activity may reflect feedback 38 from top-down mechanisms enhancing the extraction of information from speech. The behavioral results suggest 39 that memory-driven expectancies can have a significant effect on speech comprehension, especially in acousti-40 cally adverse conditions where the bottom-up information is decreased. 41 © 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc. responses to a set of vocoded sentences before and after the subject 73 was trained to perceive these sentences correctly in a learning phase NeuroImage xxx (2015) xxx-xxx ⁎ Corresponding author at: Department of Neuroscience and Biomedical Engineering (NBE), School of Science, Aalto University, PO Box 12200, FI-00076 AALTO, Finland.
Previous exposure to intact speech increases intelligibility of its digitally 2 degraded counterpart as a function of stimulus complexity Recent studies have shown that acoustically distorted sentences can be perceived as either unintelligible or intel-23 ligible depending on whether one has previously been exposed to the undistorted, intelligible versions of the 24 sentences. This allows studying processes specifically related to speech intelligibility since any change between 25 the responses to the distorted stimuli before and after the presentation of their undistorted counterparts cannot 26 be attributed to acoustic variability but, rather, to the successful mapping of sensory information onto memory 27 representations. To estimate how the complexity of the message is reflected in speech comprehension, we ap-28 plied this rapid change in perception to behavioral and magnetoencephalography (MEG) experiments using 29 vowels, words and sentences. In the experiments, stimuli were initially presented to the subject in a distorted 30 form, after which undistorted versions of the stimuli were presented. Finally, the original distorted stimuli 31 were presented once more. The resulting increase in intelligibility observed for the second presentation of the 32 distorted stimuli depended on the complexity of the stimulus: vowels remained unintelligible (behaviorally 33 measured intelligibility 27%) whereas the intelligibility of the words increased from 19% to 45% and that of the 34 sentences from 31% to 65%. This increase in the intelligibility of the degraded stimuli was reflected as an enhance-35 ment of activity in the auditory cortex and surrounding areas at early latencies of 130-160 ms. In the same re-36 gions, increasing stimulus complexity attenuated mean currents at latencies of 130-160 ms whereas at 37 latencies of 200-270 ms the mean currents increased. These modulations in cortical activity may reflect feedback 38 from top-down mechanisms enhancing the extraction of information from speech. The behavioral results suggest 39 that memory-driven expectancies can have a significant effect on speech comprehension, especially in acousti-40 cally adverse conditions where the bottom-up information is decreased. 41 © 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc. Our recent magnetoencephalography (MEG) study (Tiitinen et al., 63 2012) introduced an experimental paradigm where the same set of 64 speech stimuli was presented to the subject in a distorted, undistorted,
approximately 100 ms after stimulus onset, is sensitive to the acoustic 117 characteristics of speech sounds, such as the fundamental frequency 118 (Mäkelä et al., 2002) , intonation (Mäkelä et al., 2004) , periodicity 119 (Tiitinen et al., 2005; Yrttiaho et al., 2009 ) and phonological features 120 (Obleser et al., 2004) . The N1m has also been associated with the pro-121 cess of segregating speech signals from noise contributions (Miettinen 122 et al., 2010 (Miettinen 122 et al., , 2011 (Miettinen 122 et al., , 2012 . Most studies addressing sustained brain activ-
123
ity have used simplified stimuli, such as click trains (Galambos et al., 124 1981; Gutschalk et al., 2002; Hari et al., 1989) , noise signals (Keceli 125 et al., 2012) , tones (Huotilainen et al., 1995; Okamoto et al., 2011), or 126 vowels (Eulitz et al., 1995) . However, the use of short-duration simpli- 
220
Experimental design
221
The study comprised two experiments. First, a behavioral experi- Butterworth infinite impulse response (IIR) filter with a length of 10 s. Fig. 1 . Experimental design. The study was divided into behavioral and MEG experiments, each of which consisted of three blocks: one comprising vowels, the second words, and the third sentences. In each of the stimulus blocks, the subject was presented with acoustically distorted stimuli, followed by the undistorted versions of the same set of stimuli, after which the distorted stimuli were presented again. N = number of stimuli.
For the sustained field analysis, the raw data was low-pass filtered at 301 30 Hz, since high-pass filtering abolishes sustained fields (May and 302 Tiitinen, 2010; Mäkinen, 2006 , 1994; Lin et al., 2006a,b) were generated with the MNE Soft-
Ilmoniemi

354
ware (Gramfort et al., 2014 Regions of interest (ROI) were determined by dividing the dSPM ac- torted stimuli, it is likely that these differences reflect sensitivity to the 447 acoustic structure of the stimulus.
448
Results
449
The behaviorally measured intelligibility of the stimuli
450
Intelligibility (defined as the proportion of correct identifications) 451 was 98.6% (±0.5%) for the undistorted vowels, words and sentences.
452
As depicted in Fig. 2 As depicted in Fig. 3 , all complexity levels elicited prominent N1m
475
and P2m responses in both hemispheres. Fig. 4 shows the peak ampli-476 tudes, peak latencies, and mean currents for these transient responses.
477
In anterior areas, the N1m amplitude increased from 23.6 ± 3.0 fT/cm 478 as elicited by the undistorted vowels to 30.5 ± 4.8 fT/cm and 33.9 ± amplitudes were insensitive to intelligibility, speech degradation, and 505 complexity.
506
Latencies
507
The distorted vowels, words, and sentences resulted in N1m and
508
P2m responses which had a longer peak latency than the responses elic-
509
ited by the corresponding undistorted versions of the stimuli. In anterior 510 channels, this delay was 7.2 ms for vowels, 9.1 ms for words and 12.0 ms 511 for sentences (see Table 1 for details). For vowels, the delay was 512 hemispherically asymmetric (F(1,19) = 4.5, ε= 0.7, p b 0.05): in the Fig. 2 . Behavioral results. At their first presentation, distorted stimuli were difficult to understand (mean subjective intelligibility rating = 25.7%). After an intervening presentation of the same stimuli in an undistorted form (98.6%), the intelligibility of the words and sentences increased considerably (45.7%). Error bars indicate SEM. Significance stars indicate differences between intelligibilities of speech stimuli in their three presentations (averages over complexity levels).
The transient evoked fields elicited by the distorted and undistorted presentations of vowels, words and sentences. The N1m response was more prominent in anterior and medial than in posterior areas. The P2m response was strongest in the anterior and weakest in the posterior areas. In anterior and medial areas, the N1m amplitude was stronger for vowels than for words and sentences, whereas the P2m amplitude was stronger for sentences than for vowels. Stimulus degradation lead to an increased amplitude of the right-hemispheric N1m and to a decreased amplitude of the left-hemispheric N1m. Stimulus degradation delayed the N1m and P2m latencies in anterior and medial channels. These effects were stronger for responses elicited by words and sentences than for those elicited by vowels. Fig. 4 . The effect of speech complexity on the amplitudes, latencies, and mean currents of the N1m and P2m responses. The N1m amplitude was stronger, and its latency was shorter for vowels than for words and sentences. Also, the N1m latency was longer for words than for sentences. During the P2m time range, the mean currents following vowel presentation were stronger than those following sentence presentation. In comparison to words and sentences, vowels elicited a P2m response with a shorter latency. The amplitudes and latencies were analyzed from medial channels. F and p values describe the main effect of complexity. The mean currents were computed from the ROIs determined separately for the N1m and P2m responses on the basis of the dSPM activation areas for sentences shown in Fig. 5 . Error bars indicate SEM.
left hemisphere, the distorted vowels (1st distorted presentation: for words (see Table 1 ). In posterior channels, this degradation-related 
527
The P2m latencies were delayed even more than the N1m latencies 528 as a result of speech degradation: In the anterior channels, the latencies 529 were prolonged by 13.9 ms for vowels, 43.2 ms for words, and 43.5 ms
530
for sentences. In the medial channels, the corresponding delay was 
539
Source locations
540
The source locations of the N1m and P2m responses were modeled 541 with a single ECD at their respective peak latencies in each hemisphere.
542
The average goodness-of-fit values were 90%. There was no difference showed no sensitivity to speech degradation. As illustrated in Fig. 4 
Regions of interest (ROIs) affected by speech degradation and intelligibility during the N1m and P2m time ranges. The results for vowels, words and sentences were computed using separate ANOVAs with different number of subjects. The interactions between condition and complexity as well as the main effect of complexity were studied by conducting an additional analysis where the responses to vowels, words and sentences were included in the same ANOVA table. This analysis was restricted to a subset of four ROIs (TTG + STG, SMG, STS and insula) that showed the highest SNR for sentences on the basis of the dSPM estimates. However, no interaction between complexity and condition was found in this analysis. See Fig. 4 for the main effects of complexity. F and p values describe interactions between condition (i.e. 1st distorted, undistorted, 2nd distorted) and hemisphere. Abbreviations for the ROIs: transverse temporal gyrus and superior temporal gyrus (TTG + STG), superior temporal sulcus (STS), supramarginal gyrus (SMG), pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus (POp) and precentral sulcus (PCS). Error bars indicate SEM.
parietal areas (see Fig. 6 ). Further, the mean amplitudes were equally 
625
Mean currents
626
The mean currents during the sustained field for words were sensi- The distorted stimuli were difficult to understand at their first pre-660 sentation (average intelligibility across the three complexity levels: and when not enough bottom-up acoustic cues are available to achieve 703 comprehension.
704
The distorted vowels were difficult to understand (27%), both before distorted sentences whose intelligibility increased from 31% to 65%.
710
Thus, the comprehension of the distorted speech stimuli appears to be-711 come easier the more complex the signal is. The increase of intelligibility 712 for 48 sentences in this study was 15 percentage points smaller than the 713 increase achieved with 120 sentences in our previous study (Tiitinen 714 et al., 2012) . One possible reason for this is that the sentence set in 715 our previous study was constructed from only seven starting words, 716 three sentence stubs, and four ending words, whereas in the recent 717 study each sentence was unique. Thus, it seems that decreasing the in-
718
formation content of the stimulus set and repeating the same words 719 and sentence stubs increases the priming effect, making the sentences 720 easier to recognize in their distorted form.
721
The current data merely suggests that the retrieval on bottom-up in-
722
formation from degraded speech is enhanced by memory-driven top- would be syntactic (Miller and Isard, 1963) to the case when vowels were used as stimuli. posterior parts of the STG (studied within the same ROI) and the insula.
845
In the right hemisphere, this attenuation effect was present only for 846 vowels and remained restricted to the STS and the anterior SMG 847 where the mean currents were 20% weaker for the distorted vowels.
848
The right-hemispheric increase of the amplitude of the N1m to the 849 distorted vowels is in line with the results of previous studies using amplitudes, whereas in our previous study etal and posterior superior temporal areas .
890
Neural correlates of speech complexity
891
The N1m amplitudes were on average 54% stronger for vowels than in our study, the mean currents during the P2m time range were, inter-926 estingly, stronger for vowel presentation than for sentence presentation.
927
An alternative explanation could be that the modulations of the N1m 
